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ABSTRACT: In this research, the concrete specimens were prepared from C20 to C60, coupled effects of sulfate
madefaction and dry-wet cycle were used to accelerate the rate of sulfate attack, and compressive strength of each
specimen was tested. The results showed that, compared to the same age of water curing specimens, the strength of
the dry-wet cycle specimens increased 4%~10% within 30 days. After 30 days, with the age increased, strength began
to decrease. In 120 days, C20 decreased 16.3%, C30 decreased 23.1% and C40 decreased 18.9%, C50 and C60
decreased about 7%. The higher strength grade of concrete is, the better the performance of concrete in sulphate
corrosion is.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the rapid development of China’s industry worsens the air pollution, and threat from acid rain is
growing. China has become one of the world’s three major acid rain areas. According to related data, 30 percent of
national area belongs to the acid rain area, and acid rain occurs in 61.8 percent of the southern cities. If concrete stays
under the environment of sulphate for long, sulfate ions will penetrate inside the concrete from the outside, and
produce physical and chemical reaction with some ingredients of concrete, which will cause surface flaking, swelling,
cracking, weight loss and reduced strength of the concrete, resulting in insufficient durability of concrete [1,2].
Concrete in coastal areas, acid rain areas and saline soil environment suffers particularly serious sulfate attack, with
chemical corrosion by the soluble salts and possible accelerated destruction brought by environmental conditions of
alternate wetting and drying, freezing and thawing cycles and other. Dry-wet cycle speeds up the rate of internal
corrosion of the concrete from harmful media, and is one of the most severe environmental conditions leading to
structural recession of concrete performance, therefore, the change of concrete performance under condition of
dry-wet cycle is the current research focus [3-7]. This paper explores the influential factors of concrete’s performance
deterioration in sulfate environment based on the variation of compressive strength of concrete samples from C20 to
C60 for 0 day, 30 days, 45 days, 60 days, 90 days and 120 days respectively under coupled effects of sulfate attack
and dry-wet cycle.
EXPERIMENTS
Materials
Cement: reference cement (Beijing Cement Plant), whose chemical composition is shown in Table 1; artificial sand as
fine aggregate; continuous grading macadam as coarse aggregate; Sika poly carboxylic acid water reducing agent. Fly
ash (FA) and blast furnace slag (BFS) are provided by a company in Shanxi, whose chemical compositions are shown
in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively.
Table 1. Chemical composition of reference cement (%).
LOI

SO3

SiO2

Fe2O3

Al2O3

CaO

MgO

K 2O

NaO

3.90

2.54

22.93

2.89

4.29

66.23

1.92

3.34

0.70
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Table 2. Chemical composition of FA(%)
LOI

SO3

SiO2

Fe2O3

Al2O3

CaO

MgO

TiO2

K2O

3.29

2.54

47.36

8.40

22.07

9.62

0.63

2.77

3.43

Table 3. Chemical composition of BFS(%)
LOI

SiO2

Fe2O3

Al2O3

CaO

MgO

1.58

32.45

2.11

16.17

37.33

10.28

Experimental Methods
Produce cubic concrete specimens with size of 100mm×100mm×100mm for compressive strength test according to
mixing proportion. The mixing proportion of concrete specimens of C20 ～ C60 is shown in Table 4. Demold the
specimens when formed and standard cured for 24 hours. After wet curing for 28 days with constant temperature, one
part of the specimens stays in clear water for wet curing with constant temperature, while the other part of specimens
are soaked in sodium sulfate solution for dry-wet cycle corrosion test, and the etching solution uses sodium sulfate
solution with mass fraction of 5%. Automatic experiment box of concrete sulfate dry-wet cycle is adopted. The
procedure is set as 16 hours’ soaking time, 0.5 hours for emptying the solution, 0.5 hours to dry in the air, 6 hours for
stoving, 1 hour for cooling, and 24 hours will be a complete cycle. Compressive strength of the specimens is tested on
the 0 cycle, 30th cycle, 60th cycle, 90th cycle and 120th cycle [8,9].
Table 4. Mixing proportion of concrete specimens of various grades of strength kg/m3.
Strength Grade

C

FA

BFS

S

G

W

Water Reducing Agent (%)

C20

157

54

85

840

1043

173

0.76

C30

232

48

82

779

1062

165

0.87

C40

273

57

96

727

1076

158

1.01

C50

315

65

110

676

1087

151

1.14

C60

365

74

125

619

1091

150

1.3

Evaluating Indicators
The performance of sulfate corrosion is measured by change rate of the strength, which is defined as below.

K1 

FR ,i  F28
F28

K2 

FR ,i  FQ ,i
FQ , I

Among which,
K1 : The ratio between compressive strength of solution soaked specimens and compressive strength when Sample
immersion fluid ratio of and compressive strength of standard cured specimens for 28 days;
K 2 : The ratio between compressive strength of solution soaked specimens and compressive strength of
clean-water-cured specimens with the same stadium;
FR ,i : The compressive strength of specimens soaked in the solution till the stadium of i, with unit of MPa;
FQ ,i : The compressive strength of specimens cured in the clear water till the stadium of i, with unit of MPa;
F28 : The compressive strength of specimens cured to 28 days, with unit of MPa.

RESULTS ANALYSIS
Variation of Compressive Strength
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Figure 1 is the variation law of compressive strength of specimens wet cured for 28 days with constant temperature,
and Figure 5 is the variation law of compressive strength of specimens soaked in sodium sulfate solution for dry-wet
cycle corrosion test. Taking all figures into consideration, it can be told that the compressive strength of specimens
soaked in sodium sulfate solution for dry-wet cycle corrosion test is improved in 30 days, while the compressive
strength of all specimens cured in clear water are higher than that of specimens soaked in sodium sulfate solution with
the same stadium after 30 days. And the variation is growing with the dry-wet cycle increases, which indicates that
degree of deterioration increases with the increase of dry-wet cycles. But as the increase of strength grade, the
variation of compressive strength between clean water cured specimens and specimens of dry-wet cycle with the same
stadium will decrease, which indicates that concrete with high strength grade has better performance of resistance of
sulfate attack, and the degree of deterioration of concrete with low strength grade increases with the increase of
corrosion stadium [10].

Figure 1. Influences of clear water curing and dry-wet cycle on compressive strength of C20.

Figure 2. Influences of clear water curing and dry-wet cycle on compressive strength of C30.

Figure 3. Influences of clear water curing and dry-wet cycle on compressive strength of C40.
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Figure 4. Influences of clear water curing and dry-wet cycle on compressive strength of C50.

Figure 5. Influences of clear water curing and dry-wet cycle on compressive strength of C60.
Figure 6 is the variation law of compressive strength of clean-water-cured specimens along with the stadium. It
indicates that the strength of each specimen increases steadily in clean water, and becomes more stable in 60 days, is
higher compared with the strength of specimens standard cured for 28 days. Figure 7 is the variation law of
compressive strength of specimens under dry-wet cycles along with the stadium. It indicates that the variation trend of
compressive strength of specimens of each grade is similar after dry-wet cycles, and after certain cycles all reaches
their peaks in 30 days. This is because sulfate ions react with the product within the specimens which will fill the pore
of the concrete and improve the compactness. After 30 days, the strength decreases, but the descent speed of concrete
with lower strength grade is larger than that of concrete with higher strength grade. This proves that the lower the
strength grade is, the worse the sulfate corrosion resistance of the specimens is. From the mixing proportion of
concrete of various strength grades, it can be told that the cement-water ratio of concrete from C20 to C60 decreases
from 58% to 31%. The lower the strength grade is, the larger the water-binder ratio is. After the concrete has hardened,
the higher the porosity, the greater the chance of pore connectivity, and the smaller the resistance against internal
invasion of harmful ions such as sulfate, and therefore easier to erosion [11].

Figure 6. Influences of clear water curing on compressive strength of C20～C60.
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Figure 7. Influences of dry-wet cycle on compressive strength of C20～C60.
Analysis of K Value
Figure 8 and Figure 9 are the correlation of K1, K2 with the stadium respectively. According to Figure 8, the strength
of each specimen increases at the early stage of corrosion, and has the fastest increasing speed in 30 days, some of
them can continue increasing to 60 days. But after 60 days, the strength of specimens of C20, C30 and C40 begin to
decrease fast, especially C20 and C30, while the strength of C50 and C60 increases slowly instead. Comparing these
two figures, it can be known that in 30 days’ of corrosion, the strength of each specimen increases in comparison with
the strength (K1)of specimens standard cured for 28 days, or with the strength (K2)of clear-water-cured specimens
with the same stadium. After 30 days, the strength of specimens attacked by corrosion decreases significantly
compared with that of clear-water cured ones. As the stadium increases, the strength of C40 and those below it
decreases more significant than that of C50 and C60. This suggests that water-cement ratio is among the important
factors influencing the performance of concrete sulfate resistance. The greater the water-cement ratio is, the higher the
void content of concrete is. And it will be easier for harmful ions to intrude inside the concrete, so the possibility of
erosion the specimen facing is also greater. The results also confirms that the damage process of concrete under
sulfate attack includes two phases of dense packing, expansion and deterioration. At the early stage of corrosion, the
sulfate spreads into the inside of the concrete from the outside and reacts with hydration products producing ettringite
and gypsum. During the process of dense packing, the concrete gets compaction to some degree, which is conducive
to the increase of strength; the later generated products has no space for growing, so when their expansion stress
reaches to the ultimate strength of concrete, there will be cracks which leading to deterioration of concrete [12-13].

Figure 8. Correlation of K1 and the stadium
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Figure 9. Correlation of K2 and the stadium
ANALYSIS OF DAMAGE MECHANISM
After the corrosion by acid solution, the static and dynamic compression strength and shear strength of concrete have
different degrees of reduction due to the physical and chemical influences during its corrosion. The weakening
mechanism of acid to concrete performance mainly reflects in two aspects of chemistry and physics.
Chemical Aspect
During the corrosion of concrete in an acid solution composed of sulfuric acid and nitric acid, the strength of the
concrete is reduced from two aspects. On one hand, limestone gravel is the coarse aggregate constituting the specimen,
whose main component is CaCO3. It reacts with acid easily and produces non-gel material CaSO4 and water-soluble
Ca( NO3)2, which destructs the structure of coarse aggregate, resulting the reduction of concrete strength. On the other
hand, after the hydration reaction, there will be silicate, aluminate and a lot of sodium hydroxide generated, which
also reacts with acid and weakens the strength of concrete. Meanwhile, the cement hydration products calcium silicate
and calcium aluminate lose their stability, undergo hydrolysis, and dissolve out. They will destruct the pore structure
of the original gel, resulting in a further decline in the strength of concrete. The involving reactions are shown as
below.
Ca  OH  2  2H   Ca 2   2H 2O

(1)

3CaO 2SiO 2 3H 2O  6H   3Ca 2   2SiO 2  6H 2O

(2)

3CaO Al 2O 3 6H 2O  6H   3Ca 2   Al 2O 3  9H 2O

(3)

Physical Aspect
Water plays a key role in the physical action. During the immersion of concrete group A (specimens soaked in acid
solution) in acid solution, they will absorb some of the moisture content and increase the internal free water. Free
water will make the concrete produce pore water pressure, which has a great influence upon crack initiation and
propagation when the concrete is subjected to load. In the static test, due to the strain rate is very small, internal cracks
and pores expand slowly. But when the concrete is loaded and faces volume compression, free water will produce
some internal water pressure. The effect of this pressure is equivalent to the pressure of a wedge, which will facilitate
the expansion of cracks, accelerate the destruction of concrete, and lead to concrete strength decreases. In dynamic
test, strain rate is greater, and there is no chance for the free water to expand within the concrete, the generated pore
water pressure will offset part of the external load, and cause the increase of concrete strength theoretically.
CONCLUSION
(1) Under the coupled effects of sulfate madefaction and dry-wet cycle, the strength of each specimen increases in 60
days, and there is no loss of strength compared with standard cured specimens for 28 days. After 60 days, the strength
begins to reduce, such as C40 and specimens under it. And the lower the strength grade is, the more obvious the
reduction is. But the strength of C50 and C60 maintains stable.
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(2) Compared with clear-water cured specimens with the same stadium, the strength of specimens under the coupled
effects of sulfate madefaction and dry-wet cycle increases 4% ～ 10% in 30 days, and reduces significantly after 30
days. When the stadium is 120 days, the strength of C20 decreases by 16.3%, the strength of C30 decreases by 3.1%,
the strength of C40 decreases by 18.9%, and the strength of C50 and C60 decreases by nearly 7%.
(3) With increase of the strength grade of concrete specimens, water-cement ratio decreases, the porosity decreases,
while the sulfate resistance increases.
(4) The damage process of concrete under sulfate erosion includes two stages of dense packing, expansion and
deterioration. The previous stage is favorable for the development of concrete strength, and the later stage leads to
concrete deterioration and damage.
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